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PET LESSONS

Want to boost your spiritual wellbeing? Holistic
life coach Eve Menezes Cunningham

explains how getting a pet is just the ticket

According to the Pet Health Council, almost 50 percent of UK households own a pet
Studies show animals to be beneficial in all sorts of ways - from boosting cardiovascular

health to dealing with grief and helping us feel more connected (time with beloved pets can

trigger the release of love hormone oxytocin). Arianna Huffington recommends pets as a route

to increased wellbeing in her new book, Thrive.

And it's true! Pets really can teach you new lessons in life. Here are some wellbeing ones

I've learned from my rescue kitten, Rainbow Magnificat, and some ways you can boost each
area of your own health and wellbeing, with or without your own pet:

^ Heart rate variability (HRV)
I Watching Rainbow's hoolikitten bursts,

where she tears around like a thing possessed

before resting and relaxing, I'm watching a

healthy autonomic nervous system in action.

I imagine her HRV (something which decreases

with age but can increase with exercise and

which aids both heart health and emotional

resilience) is wonderful. Observing (aka getting

distracted by) Rainbow means I take more

downtime. I encourage yoga therapy students

and clients to practice savasana or child (resting

poses - you might simply lie on your bed on

your back for a few moments) after vacuuming
or any kind of exertion. Even if they're not doing

the whole yoga therapy for the mind sequence,

they're supporting their HRV by lifting and

lowering their own nervous systems with

dynamic activity and rest.

2 Not sweating the small stuff
Part of my decision to adopt a cat

stemmed from wanting to nip some of my mild

OCD tendencies in the bud. I want life to

continue expanding and worries (like figuring out

how to clean cat paws as she came in and out)

weren't thoughts that filled me with joy and

delight. Now, of course, I happily let her lick my
eyelids and climb all over me (including my face).

How might you loosen up? In what areas of your
life would a dog, cat or similar both wreak

delightful havoc and liberate you?

3 DHEA booster
Pride, awe, love, hope, gratitude, joy are

things I feel even more of. These feelings have

been proved by Heart Math Institute research to

boost DHEA, the body's natural performance

enhancing hormone (and something which

inhibits the production of stress hormone,
cortisol). Just watching Rainbow scale new

heights created another dose, I imagine. What

brings you a greater sense of these expansive

feelings? Being mindful and drinking in your pet's
escapades (or delighting in baby's first steps) or

similar is far from self-indulgent.

/Play
1 My counselling training taught me the

importance of play for learning, creativity and

growth. Because Rainbow's mother, giving birth

under a car and raising her and her siblings in

^tis 4

the rescue place until they were ready to be

adopted, did an amazing job, I just need to help

her stay in rest/digest mode rather than adding

to life's fight/flight stressful triggers. Whether

you're thinking of your pet, child or inner child,

do as much of what helps you feel safe, rested

and relaxed as possible. From here, you can

allow ambition to build in a motivating (as

opposed to anxiety-inducing) way.

5 Heart opener
Years ago, a journalist friend quoted me in

a national newspaper saying that I'd realised

when my cat died that I could never get married

or have kids. She added that I was better

adjusted by then (friends and family laughed - I

wasn't). While hoping Rainbow lives a long and

healthy life, I realise that much is out of my

control. What might you surrender and let go in

your life? How do you feel when you release

that illusion of control vs trying so hard to

manage everything?
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6 Self-soothing

Rainbow's purr is my favourite sound. I've

read that cats' purrs are self-stimulations of the

vagus nerve (the 10th cranial nerve which sends

80 percent of its signals from body to brain).

Singing or chanting helps humans activate the

relaxation branch of the nervous system as well

as yogic breaths like ujjayi. Experiment with what

soothes you most.

7 Conerent breathinci

Rainbow loves to curl up on my heart

chakra. While (being a kitten) her breath rate is

faster, watching her rising and falling abdomen

reminds me to slow to the five breaths a minute

that feels good for me and breathe from my

heart centre. See how many help you (aiming for

five or six if you're under six foot) slow down and

calm. More research from HeartMath shows the

heart's electromagnetic field stretches way

beyond us. Just as, in a room of pendulums,

smaller ones tune into the biggest pendulum's

rhythm, by keeping

our own breath

and heart rate

steady and calm,

we can create calm

surroundings whether

with a stressed child, angry

adult or room full of people.

CANT HA
PET YOURSELF

Animals lovers whose lifestyles

don't support being primary care

giver for a pet can still benefit. Check

out organisations like the Cinnamon

Trust (cinnamon.org.uk/cinnamon-trust)

and Riding for the Disabled

(rda.org.uk) to help yourself, the

humans and the animals

involved.

9 Looking at my
niT î̂ o't'ion^

8 Focusing on what I want

I've been using NLP for almost a decade.

I've worked with vision boards with individual

clients, written about them in numerous features

and led workshops on them. Yet when Rainbow

does something I'd rather she didn't (climbing

the curtains, for example), it's easy to get stuck

in what I don't want. Distraction works so much

better. Similarly, lots of 'Clever Rainbow!',

'Lovely, gentle Rainbow!' positive reinforcement

helps. Are you focusing on what you want in life

rather than energising more of what you don't

want by giving it more attention?

Early on, when Rainbow

seemed to be ignoring my 'No!'

(and I wasn't doing #8 fast

enough), I caught myself thinking of

other times in my life when my 'No'

hadn't been strong enough or had been

ignored. But Rainbow's wasn't trying to trigger

old wounds, just testing boundaries and playing.

Do you notice yourself transferring elements of

behaviour from humans in your past onto your

pets? Simply noticing this can be transformative.

-J f\ Forgiveness
When she flies at my moving feet (even

walking mindfully, this seems to happen at least

once a day) and I accidentally kick her and am

horrified and apologetic, Rainbow forgives

immediately. What might you learn from your pet

about paying attention to people's intentions and

allowing us all to be human (or feline, or canine)?
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